
Improving nature’s perfection.

Engineered, or reconstituted, veneer (Vtec) is an innovative and cost-effective alternative to traditional wood 
veneer. When consistent color and pattern are needed throughout an entire project, Vtec is your answer. Vtec 
veneer is real wood, engineered through a patented process, allowing the reproduction of nature’s rich and 
beautiful grain patterns with uniformity and consistency. Consistent color, grain structure and pattern that  
is impossible directly from nature is now possible with Vtec. With our Vtec veneer, you can create matching 
surfaces (doors, desks, paneling, and more) in large quantities. Years from now, you can purchase Vtec that 
will match your original purchase. 

Our engineering process is eco-friendly: we replicate exotic patterns (such as ebony or teak) from fast growth 
trees. You get the exquisite look of an exotic veneer at an affordable price. Vtec is favored by millworkers,  
designers and architects; we offer Vtec in over 40 patterns. Manufactured and certified in accordance with 
ISO 14001 and available as FSC® certified.
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Consistency in nature.

We offer bamboo veneer and solid bamboo panels. The veneer is  
created by slicing sheets from laminated blocks made from strips  
and has a thin, strong, fleece backing making it easy to press on  
panels. Bamboo is a sustainable product as it is the fastest growing 
plant in the world. Although it is a grass, bamboo has hardwood-like 
properties and contains the same consistency as engineered veneer. 
All of our bamboo products are available as FSC® 100% material;  
our bamboo products are produced without urea formaldehyde 
(NAUF) and are CARB compliant. 
 
The distinct look of bamboo has aroused increased popularity of this 
appealing plant. You’ll find furniture, kitchens, store fixtures, flooring, 
walls and ceiling panels beautifully adorned with bamboo’s striking 
qualities.

M. Bohlke Corp. brings you quality bamboo veneer in caramel and 
khaki tones. Our ‘flat cut’ features a wide grain 3/4” pattern and our 
‘quarter cut’ offers a narrower grain of 1/4”. Each is sure to make  
your project visually stunning in its own way. Our bamboo veneer  
is available in 4’ x 8’ and 4’ x 10’ sheets.  

Caramel QTRCaramel FC

Khaki QTRKhaki FC


